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Abstract—Measuring the reusability of Object-Oriented (OO) program code is important to ensure a successful and timely adaptation and integration of the reused code in new software projects. It has become even more relevant with the availability of huge amounts of open-source projects. Reuse saves cost, increases the speed of development and improves software reliability. Measuring this reusability is not straightforward due to the variety of metrics and qualities linked to software reuse and the lack of comprehensive empirical studies to support the proposed metrics or models. In this paper, a conceptual model is proposed to measure the reusability of OO program code. A comprehensive set of metrics is used to compute the most significant factors of reusability and an empirical investigation is conducted to measure the reusability of the classes of randomly selected open-source Java projects. Additionally, the impact of using inner and anonymous classes on the reusability of their enclosing classes is assessed. The results obtained are thoroughly analyzed to identify the factors behind lack of reusability in open-source OO program code and the impact of nesting on it.
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I. INTRODUCTION

SOFTWARE reuse as a specific area of study in software engineering was first introduced in the late sixties by Douglas McIlroy [23] who proposed the usage of reusable components in industrial software development. However, since the early days of programming, some forms of improvised code reuse has been practiced. Software reuse can be seen in various forms. Code reuse is one of them and is widely practiced today in the software industry [16]. Reusing software design skeletons and even the design processes are also practiced as well. Software reuse saves cost, increases the speed of development and improves reliability [10], [13].

Structuring program code using modules is a software quality called modularity, which has a positive impact on reusability and maintainability. Code reuse involves reusing modules, which are small and highly-independent programs. In OO software, a module comprises one or several classes whose reusability potential determines the reusability of the module. The concept of package in Java allows organizing classes and interfaces into namespaces similar to the modules in other programming languages. However, the classes belonging to a package do not need to be in a single file.

Measuring the reusability of individual classes should enable assessing the reusability of modules or packages in OO software projects. Studies [20], [27] have shown a strong correlation between complexity and software defects. Methods and functions that have the highest complexity tend to also contain most defects. Hence, low complexity is an important factor to consider for code reuse together with modularity. High complexity does not only hinder reuse but increases the maintenance cost of the code as well. Many other qualities have been associated with code reusability. However, there is a lack of precise metrics that can measure this reusability accurately.

Structuring OO programs is achieved by encapsulating their features in classes and defining relationships between them. In a ‘clean’ code [22], classes should be primitive and small in size. Because classes are primitive they should not contain a large number of methods. For example, the value 7 has been proposed as an upper bound for the number of methods in a class and 150-200 Lines of Code (LOC) for its size. However, size is not a very significant factor to complexity since very often a small class may be more complex than a larger one. Furthermore, code smells [9] provide a different way for dealing with ‘unclean’ code such as the presence of too many parameters in a method.

OO classes could be further structured using inner and anonymous classes [25]. These classes have been found to be useful in quite a number of cases such as when developing graphical user interfaces, handling events and encapsulating functionality. However, classes that contain inner or anonymous classes tend to look more complex than those that don’t include them. Additionally, anonymous classes could be replaced by a method since they will never be used anywhere else in the software. This raises an important question on the real impact inner and anonymous classes have on the reusability of their inclosing classes.

Code reuse is widely practiced today either by people in academia (especially students) or in software industry. This was made possible by the availability of huge amounts of open-source projects over the Internet. A considerable amount of this code is OO. The overall quality of most of these projects is unknown. Reusing them blindly can cause my problems. Students can accumulate bad design and coding habits as a result of that. Worst, student cannot attain a certain level of problem solving and critical thinking skills as a result of excessive reuse of poor quality code. Professional developers on the other hand may waste valuable time trying
II. RELATED WORK

Code reusability depends on several factors. Complexity is one of these factors and has a negative impact on it (i.e. low complexity is desired). Modularity, on the other hand, has a positive impact on it. In fact, the latter is considered almost a pre-requisite for reusability. Many other factors have been found to enhance the quality of source code and potentially improve its reusability. One of these factors is understandability or readability [4]. It is a crucial factor for code reuse since it is associated with the way the code is written. Using naming conventions [18], writing useful code comments and making sure the layout of code makes it readable are examples of techniques that can enhance understandability and the overall software quality. Using domain names in code can help understandability. It was highlighted in [14] that in almost half of several studied open-source systems, domain names were used in the source code. Moreover, the usage of naming conventions has been found to be reliable if the names used are related to the concepts implemented [2]. Furthermore, in [7] an approach was proposed to help developers in maintaining consistency between source code identifiers, comments and high-level artifacts. The approach included an identifier suggestion feature, among others.

Reusability of code is also associated with classes that possess two important qualities namely high cohesion [1] and low coupling [6]. High cohesion means the elements of a class have a strong correlation. Low coupling means limiting the number of dependencies between classes as much as possible. Lack of Cohesion of Methods (LCOM) and Coupling between Objects (CBO) [5] are examples of reliable metrics that can measure cohesion of classes and coupling between them. Even Cyclomatic Complexity (CC) [21] has a proven relationship with cohesion and coupling. This was shown in many studies such as in [26]. Moreover, excessive coupling between classes was found to be a very reliable predictor of faults in OO systems as indicated in [12] and [29]. It was found in [12] that CBO is more reliable than LCOM and several other OO design metrics in predicting faults. In [8], a strong correlation between CBO, the Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT) and fault-proneness was established. Furthermore, LCOM was found to have some limitations when most of the methods of a given class access more the fields and methods of its super class(es) than the fields defined locally. This was verified empirically in [19].

Measuring code reusability is not a straightforward process since it depends on several factors. Most of them are hard to compute and are not representative when considered alone. Moreover, some free tools are available (e.g. Sonar [11], C and C++ Code Counter (CCCCC) [30]); they allow measuring a wide range of software metrics, some of which may be related to reusability. However, most of these tools simply display the results without any interpretation of their significance, especially in case of reusability. Hence, they fail to answer the basic question in this situation, which is what is the exact reusability potential of a class or a module.

Assessing code reusability could enable some indirect discoveries to be made. The detection of software defects is one of them. For example, during development while assessing code quality and performing refactoring to make it reusable, several types of defects can be detected. Defects are very costly to detect and correct after software is released. Detecting them at an early stage can lead to huge amounts of savings. Some estimate these savings to be in the order of tens of billions of dollars in the United States alone [3], [15].

All OO programming languages allow inheritance while some of them allow inner classes. Java is an example of a language that supports both features. Inner classes could be named, for example a class ‘B’ could be defined inside a class ‘A’. The results of compiling the class ‘A’ is two classes namely A.class and A$B.class. Moreover, inner classes could be anonymous. The result of compiling them produces classes whose names are derived from the outer class with an additional numerical sequence. For example, A$1.class and A$2.class are produced when compiling the class ‘A’ if it contains two anonymous class blocks. Inner and anonymous classes have been found to be useful in quite a number of cases such as when developing graphical user interfaces, handling events and encapsulating functionality. However, classes that contain inner or anonymous classes tend to look more complex than those that don’t include them. Moreover, they could create ambiguity over direct super-classes since there could be several classes with the same name in the program, which is made possible through nesting classes. This was investigated in [17] and a non-deterministic algorithm was proposed to address this problem. All these problems associated with inner and anonymous classes make their associated code less readable and probably more complex. Hence, it could affect their reusability. Investigating the impact of inner and anonymous classes on the reusability potential of their outer classes is worthy. However, this problem has somehow not been given much attention in the literature.

In [28], a small-scale empirical investigation was conducted to measure the reusability of open-source program code. The projects considered were small in size, they incorporated a
small number of modules and their size in terms of LOC was small as well. The results obtained showed that the studied modules have an acceptable overall reusability. However, they have a relatively poor modularity and understandability. Excessive coupling and low cohesion was observed in more than third of the modules. Additionally, the ratio and quality of code comments was relatively poor and has poor correlation with program entities and domain names. Only a small number of metrics were used to measure the degree to which the factors used to assess the reusability of a module are satisfied. Using more metrics should enable a better precision in the calculation. However, this could make reusability assessment less effective. Hence, it is crucial to identify and use only the metrics that have the highest impact on the factors that affect code reusability directly or any other quality that helps indirectly achieving it.

III. THE PROPOSED MODEL

In order to come out with a model that is as accurate as possible, several code metrics representing the factors that have some direct or indirect relationship with code reusability were investigated. A new metric was proposed to measure the reusability of a class precisely and effectively. It consists of a weighted balance among three of the most important factors that have been proven to have a significant impact on the reusability of classes. Several attributes are used to assess each factor since one attribute in isolation cannot guarantee that a factor is achieved. For example, writing useful code comments is one of the most significant techniques that can enhance understandability. However, having a high percentage of comments alone cannot guarantee understandability unless they are related to code statements. The calculation uses both textual and structural information extracted from source code. The proposed reusability metric (R) is a function of three factors:

- Modularity (M): the degree of modularity is a value between 0 and 1 that is assessed through measuring the cohesion and coupling of the classes of a project. LCOM and CBO are used to perform the assessment of cohesion and coupling respectively. Since CBO is a good predictor to fault-proneness, the modularity metric contributes in discarding fault-prone classes from being reused. Similarly, it eliminates classes with poor maintainability since poor cohesion lowers maintainability.
- Understandability (U): the degree of understandability of a class is a value between 0 and 1 that is assessed through the signification or relevance of names used for its classes, fields and methods (Relevance Of Identifiers - ROI), the rate of code comments and their correlation with the names used (Correlation Identifiers Comments - CIC).
- Low Complexity (LC): the average CC of the methods of a class is used as an indicator of complexity; the value 10 is used as threshold. CC alone is very significant. However, it was recommended in [22] that a class should have no more than 7 methods or else it becomes gradually too complex as the number of methods increases. Hence, the Number of Methods (NM) per class is considered as well. Furthermore, DIT is also used in the assessment with the threshold 5 being the upper bound for an acceptable complexity. The class size in terms of LOC was not included in the calculation of LC because it is not very significant to complexity. The metric LC is also a value between 0 and 1.

Hence, the reusability of a class is calculated as follows:

\[ R = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \lambda_i \times F_i \]  

where \( F_i \) are the factors used to assess reusability, \( \lambda_i \) represent tuning parameters and \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \lambda_i = 1 \).

For a given class, M is calculated based on its LCOM and CBO. A highly cohesive class should have an LCOM equal to zero. Even though there is no best value for CBO, many tools such as Sonar assume that an acceptable value is less than or equal to five. This sounds logical since a class in a module must have at least some relationships with the other classes, or else it should be moved out of the module. Moreover, since many studies have shown that CBO is a reliable metric for fault-proneness (more reliable than LCOM) as indicated earlier, in the proposed formula to compute M, CBO is given more weight than LCOM. Furthermore, the calculation of \( U \) is based on two metrics (ROI and CIC) using the information extracted from the source code (i.e. names and comments). ROI is calculated as the ratio of the number of relevant names used in a class by their total number. Relevance in this case means that a name is meaningful and is related to domain information or the requirements. CIC is calculated using a similarity metric based on N-Grams [24] (N=2 is used in this study) since the latter is good in situations where there may be a change of word order. This happens often when comparing names of program elements and comments. U is calculated as the average of ROI and CIC. Finally, LC is calculated based on the NM in a class, its DIT and the average CC of its methods. The average CC and DIT are given weights because of their significance to complexity and fault proneness. LC is calculated as weighted average of NM, DIT and CC. The calculation of the factors M and \( LC \) is made using the following formula:

\[ F = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{m} W_j}{\sum_{j=1}^{m} \alpha_j} \]  

\( W_j (j \in [1, m]) \) are the weights of the metrics used to calculate
the factor F and αₖ (j∈[1, m]) are the tuning parameters. The weights of the metrics used to calculate the factor M and LC are shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>W₇</th>
<th>W₅</th>
<th>W₄</th>
<th>W₃</th>
<th>W₂</th>
<th>W₁</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>λ₁(CBO&lt;5)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ₂(CBO≥5)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The overall reusability of the classes in each project was acceptable. Only 129 classes had reusability below 0.7 (14.21%). Moreover, out of these classes, only 44 classes had a reusability below 0.5, which represents only 4.84% of all the studied classes. The reusability of all the studied classes was between 0.35 and 1 with an average of 0.82. Furthermore, the classes with reusability problems (i.e. score below 0.7) were further analyzed. They were grouped into two categories; the first one (Cat1) incorporates those with a reusability below 0.7 but greater or equal to 0.5. The second one (Cat2) included those with reusability below 0.5. The aim was to find out the reason(s) why these classes had a lower reusability in comparison with the other classes in their respective projects.

IV. EVALUATION

In order to test the proposed model with some OO classes, 22 Java projects were randomly selected from ‘sourceforge’ website [31]. These projects represent various types such as application, utility, tool, game and animation. They incorporated a total of 497 files comprising 908 classes with a total of 80769 LOC. The following table shows the details of the selected projects.

| TABLE II |
| DETAIL THE SELECTED PROJECTS |
| | Max | Min | Median | Mean | Std |
| #Modules | 140 | 1 | 19 | 22.59 | 37.87 |
| #Classes | 303 | 6 | 28 | 41.27 | 82.49 |
| #Inner Classes | 49 | 0 | 1 | 4.55 | 14.4 |
| #Anonymous Classes | 72 | 0 | 5 | 12.14 | 22.05 |
| Size (LOC) | 16766 | 234 | 2098 | 3671.32 | 4917.59 |
| #Comments | 12.82% | 1.16% | 5.63% | 5.68% | 3.59% |

Since the projects were randomly selected, there was a large variation in their size translated into a standard deviation (Std) that is larger than the mean for the size, the number of modules, the number of classes and the number of inner and anonymous classes. One of the projects was considerably larger than the rest; it included 140 modules and 303 classes. Another 4 projects incorporated between 41 and 86 classes while all the other projects had between 6 and 39 classes.

The metrics U, LC and M were computed individually for each class in the selected projects. In order to achieve that, NM, LCOM, CBO and DIT were calculated using Chidamber and Kemerer Java Metrics (CKJM) tool [32] while CC was calculated using CCCC [30]. CIC was calculated using a developed prototype tool that extracts the names of classes, fields and methods from source code and calculates the similarity between these names and code comments. ROI was assessed manually by two different developers and the average value was taken. The results were then thoroughly analyzed. Fig. 2 shows the reusability of each class in the studied projects where the results are sorted for a better analysis.
The results showed that the incorporation of inner and anonymous classes has a negative impact on the reusability of their inclosing classes. In eight projects, all the classes with poor reusability had inner or anonymous classes. Moreover, in another four projects, more than half of the classes with poor reusability had inner or anonymous classes. Out of the 908 classes studied, 129 classes (i.e. Cat1+Cat2) had poor reusability. Out of these classes, 60 classes had an inner or anonymous class, which translates into a rate of 46.51%. This is a significant indication that these types of classes have a negative effect on the reusability of their inclosing classes. This is also shown by the ratio of classes with inner and anonymous classes in Cat2, which was more than half (54.55%).

A further investigation was needed to identify the performance of the classes in respect to the three factors used to calculate the reusability metric (i.e. M, U and LC). Fig. 5 shows the percentage of classes with poor M, U and LC (i.e. metric < 0.7) in the studied projects.

The results obtained showed that poor reusability in the classes of the studied projects was caused by under performance in regards to the metrics M and U. For the latter metric (i.e. U), the underperformance was associated with only six projects whose entire classes had scores below 0.7 (i.e. P1, P9, P15, P17, P18 and P19). This means that all the classes of the remaining projects had scored above 0.7. This leaves M as the only metric where underperformance was quite consistent. The rate of classes with M below 0.7 was between 3.22% and 100% in the studied projects. Each one of these projects has at least one class with an M below 0.7 with a maximum of 91 classes. All these indicators show clearly that the main reason behind poor reusability can be attributed to a consistent poor modularity across all the studied projects.

In order to further investigate this discovery, the performance in terms of modularity of the 44 classes in Cat2 (i.e. those with a reusability below 0.5) was analyzed. The objective was to discover any correlation between a very low reusability and a lack in modularity; a threshold of 0.5 was used for M as well. The results obtained were astonishing. All the 44 classes with poor reusability in the selected projects had modularity below 0.5 (100% correlation). This confirms the findings discussed earlier and provides a strong link between lack of modularity, which is measured through cohesion and coupling in the proposed model, and poor reusability. Hence, lack of modularity is the contributing factor behind poor reusability in most of the classes of the selected projects.

A final analysis was needed to study the correlation between the average reusability of classes and the online rating of their associated projects. The number of votes itself constitutes an important factor because it gives some indication on the popularity of the project. Project P6 is the most popular according to this factor since 353 people rated it with an overall rating of 4.8 out of 5. Project P2 was the least popular with only 2 people rating it with a perfect score (i.e. 5). In order to perform this final analysis, a relative number of votes value was calculated by dividing each number of votes by the maximum number of votes (i.e. the 353 value obtained for P2). Similarly, the overall rating for each project was prorated to a value between 0 and 1 by dividing each rating by 5. The results obtained are shown in Fig. 6 where five projects are omitted since they did not receive any votes.
The results obtained showed that the rating given to the studied projects exceeded their measured reusability in most cases except in two projects (P15 and P20) where the ratings were slightly below the average reusability. Moreover, for two particular projects (P9 and P22), the difference between the rating given and the measured reusability was quite significant. This could be an indication of overrating. However, since the number of votes was below 100 votes in most projects except in three cases (P6, P10, and P20), no definitive conclusion could be obtained regarding the correlation between the reusability and the popularity of a project.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

An empirical analysis of the reusability of OO program code in open-source software projects was conducted in this paper. Reusability was calculated based on a new proposed metric that incorporates three factors that have a significant effect on reusability. These factors are modularity, understandability and low complexity. A set of well-established metrics was used to compute the degree to which these factors are achieved by a class and a heuristic method was used to identify the best possible weights. Moreover, a set of randomly selected Java projects were assessed using the proposed metric. The overall results obtained showed that the classes of the studied projects have an acceptable reusability. However, they showed limitations in modularity. Almost a third of all the studied classes had modularity below 0.7. Additionally, all the classes with low modularity had also a poor reusability, which makes lack of modularity the most significant factor behind poor reusability in the studied classes. Furthermore, the understandability factor was very poor in six projects where all their classes had understandability below 0.7. This was due to a near absence of code comments in these projects. However, an overall acceptable adherence to naming conventions was observed in a large number of projects combined with a manageable complexity in most of the methods included in these projects.

The impact of inner and anonymous classes on the reusability of the inclosing classes was found to be negative and significant. Almost half of the classes with poor reusability had inner and/or anonymous classes. This constitutes quite a significant negative relationship between nesting and poor reusability. Larger empirical studies must be conducted to confirm this relationship. Finally, additional factors and metrics need to be considered to strengthen the proposed model while maintaining efficiency.
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